
 

Player Movement: Goals, Factors and Timelines 

One of the greatest advantages to the MiSA method is also one of the most difficult for new families to understand.  The 

benefits of having a responsive classroom to the students is that players can instantly adjust their experience or their 

experience could be altered to more tailor fit their needs.  This can only happen when a club has a development 

philosophy that focuses on the needs of the individual.  The belief is that a more developed individual will always be able 

to integrate more accurately into a team structure.  In most clubs that have a coach-centric or team-centric approach, 

often-times individual kid’s needs are sacrificed for the good of the team, eventually leaving that kid exposed as a 

primary target to be replaced at an upcoming tryout.   

All kids bring a myriad of skills to the table when they first show up. Some kid’s skills or abilities are perfectly suited for 

the immediate lesson they encounter at Magellan, while others have qualities that will shine in later lessons.  It’s like 

someone who’s strong in History, but less so in Math.  If your first class at school is Math, then you won’t shine as much 

initially.  When you get to History, you will probably hit your stride much better. 

Often times, we see “athletes” show up who have tremendous contributions in terms of speed, or tenacity and 

frequently it will manifest itself in terms of break-away goals or aggressive defending. Every lesson at Magellan, whether 

1v1’s, passing or off-the-ball movement (to name a few), is taught first to be accurate and second to push the athlete to 

maintain that accuracy under higher levels of speed, resistance, challenge and fatigue.  So initially, we often times see 

kids who are contributing to the matches athletically, but remain behind on technical accuracy so they may not progress 

initially while some of their teammates do.  This is natural.  Our system was developed with decades of research and 

documentation establishing not only the optimal windows to learn certain abilities, but also taking into account the 

various learning methods and timelines of the students. 

One of the key benefits of using the MiSA curriculum, is that players are sometimes held back to increase the level of 

accuracy.  The more accurate the child is at the skills/concepts, the stronger the foundation to build upon in the next 

several years.  It is in your child’s long-term interest to avoid the “keeping up with the jones’s” mentality and truly 

address the needs of the child, thereby setting them up for maximum success going forward.  Remember, we 

understand that your child may be going through a subject that is both important and not their strongest quality as a 

player.  They may accelerate later and our system is ever on the watch for players changing their fate. 

Some of the common questions or misunderstandings that we see include: 

 

But my kid was placed on a team-now they are no longer with those teammates. 

Yes, this is true and very common.  This is a good thing.  We group students together on like-minded qualities (attitudes 

to training frequency, accuracy and intensity) followed by like-skilled qualities (meaning the closest performing students 

to each other based upon the first population).  A player will often-times find themselves in between two groups.  They 

will be determined to be more like one group than the other and their placement will be initiated.  Over the course of a 

season, that player may train a level of accuracy and speed that moves them closer to the other group.  When that 

occurs, the player will enter various progressions of integration to find the best fit for that student.  Traditionally, a 

player will “dip their toe” with the other team and perceptions will be tested against a higher level of pressure.  That 

student will then either return to work on more details or will move up according to their ability to learn.  Overall, the 

students will drive their placement.  The teams are merely classrooms.  One classroom may be best for one set of 



lessons, and another classroom may be best for others.  In all regards the needs of the athlete drive the determination 

and that is assessed by their demonstration of a level of mastery over the lesson at hand. 

 

My kid has been here longer, why are other kids moving up when we’ve been here longer? 

This is entirely possible, but more so at younger ages.  As players move above u13, it is much harder to immediately 

dislodge an incumbent student by sheer volume of lessons learned.  Athletes that come to tryouts then, still have a 

number of skills and concepts to master before they can overtake returning students.  Now, with that being said, we 

have a range of students currently in our program.  Some kids are engaging the lessons at different rates.  Some kids go 

through training with different levels of focus and intensity than others, which naturally leads to faster or slower levels 

development in relation to their peers.  Some kids only train while at training, while others spend a lot of time in the 

backyard, working on developing what they have learned in training.  Some kids have a propensity to learn one lesson 

over another, so they will all naturally progress through different lessons at different paces. It is entirely possible that 

these factors will all come to a cross-roads in every permutation of how one child will develop differently than another.  

Attendance at training has very little correlation to progression in the overall scheme of things.  Another way to look at 

these situations is to go back to the criteria for evaluation of any lesson:  Accuracy then Speed.  If your kid is on par with 

quantity of training, then the first place to look is quality of training.  Disregard speed until accuracy is achieved.  As 

mentioned, sometimes speed prohibits kids from learning the lessons accurately so focus on those aspects of a lesson in 

that order. 

 

What are the various forms player movement could manifest for my child? 

We have 4 methods of integrating.  The first 3 are various forms of competition: friendlies, league-play and 

tournaments.  The 4th is training.  Essentially, the process works like this: the player makes a case for themselves through 

their mastery or struggle with the curriculum items immediately in front of them (or earlier foundational skills/concepts 

for players new to the program).  If that mastery or struggle has been demonstrated enough to believe that another 

classroom may be more appropriate for the immediate (or foundational) lessons, the player is a candidate to be moved.  

At this point, there is an argument that another class is a better fit for that athlete at the moment to maximize their 

development, but it is only a strongly-supported hypothesis.  There will be an introduction to the other classroom 

through one or more of the various methods listed above.  The initial job is to confirm whether the new classroom is 

indeed a better fit and encouraging/allowing the student to develop at a more efficient pace than previously.  If 

confirmed, the player will be moved on a progressively more permanent basis.  Traditionally, most players will cycle up 

and down 3 times before a more permanent move will take place.  The first few times, the athlete will return with more 

knowledge about details that still need improvement (higher level of accuracy/higher level of speed/both).  This is a 

general historical trend, so as usual, some athletes learn and acclimate at different rates so we have seen cycles both 

shorter and longer, but 3 has been the traditional average. 

 

How can we ever develop “teamwork” if we are constantly moving around players? 

This is where we bring a whole different level of expertise to the concept of and development of the skill of teamwork?  

The first is to realize there is no such creature as the team.  It is not separate sentient being that is in attendance at 

every practice.  Teamwork, rather, is the individual ability to integrate and work in harmony with other individuals 

towards a common goal.  This understanding comes from our experience with both high-level soccer teams and special 

forces training in the military.  The meaning is that if I want to effect “teamwork”, I will have to go through the 

individual(s).  We look at teamwork like a puzzle fitting together.  First I have to define the pieces.  Clearly defined pieces 

will aid in the process of fitting them together.  Assume also, that players show up and for years, we are washing away 

the mud that is caked around them as a puzzle piece.  By concentrating on their personal development as a player, they 



are better defining themselves as a puzzle piece, and increasing their ability to integrate successfully with other players 

around them.  Therefore, the best way to work on “teamwork” is to simultaneously work on developing and defining 

who they are as an individual, while gaining exposure to as many other puzzle pieces as possible along the way to 

increase your familiarity with other pieces.  Many of these kids will go on to play with other High School or College 

teams and their ability to adapt better to the players around them is a strength of our program because of this 

methodology and gives Magellan players a competitive advantage in those environments.  On a related note, many 

opposing parents and coaches will frequently comment on how well the Magellan teams work together when observing 

teams that have been with us a few years.  This does not happen by chance and is a consistent result of a very deliberate 

approach to developing “teamwork”. 

 

I always want my kid to “play up”. 

This is not always the best option for an athlete.  Playing up, while giving an initial emotional boost, can quickly 

deteriorate into an emotional collapse if the player is not ready for that particular challenge.  Daily uncontrolled failure 

can become overwhelming and demotivating.  The advantage of playing up, is that you can now apply a greater amount 

of pressure upon a student who has demonstrated a commanding accuracy at a lesser speed. Pace, physicality, and 

increased fatigue are now the new challenge to see if accuracy can be maintained.  If a student is accurate in only one 

area and not in others, the collective experience of playing up could be detrimental to the development of the athlete.  

If a student is still developing their accuracy in either skill or concept, playing up prematurely could be entirely 

counterproductive to their long-term development as players who remained below, formed a stronger foundation, 

quickly begin to pass them as they are more prepared for the new lessons.  Don’t mistake an athlete’s competitiveness 

athletically with their technical or conceptual mastery of a particular lesson.  Athletic advantages have a way of masking 

and/or avoiding certain foundational lessons.  As you watch your child play, look to see if part of their repeated success 

is largely delineated from their physical advantages.  They will typically show as speed, aggressiveness and strength.  

Look at their moves, do they include a quality “fake” component, or are they more of a turn and a burst of speed?  Can 

your player execute lessons from a number of positions, or are they only successful in one visual orientation to the 

donut hole?  All of these are things your MiSA trained coaching staff are taking into consideration (amongst others) 

when they are deciding the proper classroom for your athlete. 

 

There are, of course, other questions in relation to player movement-it is a very complex and thorough system.  Many 

can be answered by thinking back to the priority of any lesson: accuracy first, then speed.  If accuracy is not up to 

standards, then the last thing needed is to throw them in a deeper pool where mistakes are costlier and less likely to 

happen.  The athlete needs to be able to make mistakes with confidence to encourage experimentation.  The athlete has 

to step out of their comfort zone to develop.  In stepping past their comfort zone, they will encounter failure.  It is in the 

lessons learned from these experiences that growth and development can occur. 


